Accounting Education Special Interest Group (SIG 5)
Symposium, Melbourne, Australia

‘Wiping the Slate Clean’: A new decade full of new
content and new approaches
Call for papers, Presentations and Interesting Innovations
Saturday 04 July, 2020
In Conjunction with the 2020 AFAANZ Annual Conference
Join us in Melbourne, Australia for a chance to take part in a symposium on accounting
education that will explore what is possible and what needs to change. The symposium
celebrates best practice education and research through a program of papers, panel sessions,
and presentations by academics and industry.
This year the symposium will engage you with the theme “Wiping the Slate Clean”. Inviting
participants to explore what they teach, why they teach it and what they can change to create
a learning environment in accounting education that embraces the changes we face in the
2020s.
We will endeavour to explore topics such as:
• The integration of technology and data analytics into the accounting curriculum
• The use of data visualisation in the classroom.
• Ways technology can be used to enhance the learning environment.
• What is currently being taught, and why what is currently being taught has lost relevance.
• How publishing in accounting education journals enhances the educational experience of students.
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Contributions to the symposium in the form of papers, workshop sessions (including the resources
workshop outlined below) are invited from educators, industry members and professional bodies.
Abstracts will be peer reviewed.
In addition to the research papers presented and providing an opportunity to meet and discuss ideas,
share best practice and suggest directions for future research, we are continuing several previously
offered sessions:
• Resources Workshop. Do you have any interesting videos, YouTube clips, music, videos, artefacts
relevant to accounting and the symposium’s themes? We’d like to know. You will be asked to
showcase your resource in this session.
• Student Engagement Strategies. Share new and innovative learning and teaching strategies with
the accounting education audience.
• Poster Sessions. Have an emerging idea that you would like feedback on? Want to share and engage
other accounting educators? Submit your idea to host a poster session this year!
• Engaging Emerging Scholars in Education. HoD nominations for HDR students engaged in
Accounting Education PhD Research and Scholarship. Students will be asked to discuss their
research, the highlights and their journey. Send an expression of interest to the committee if you
would like one of your students to be a part of this session. A modest degree of funding to attend is
available.
• Professional Development Session. Special guests will be announced on a rolling basis up to the
symposium date.
Submissions, nominations and expressions of interest should be made
electronically. For further information or to make a submission please
email us at edsigafaanz@gmail.com.
The deadline for abstract submission is 1 May 2020. Earlier submission
is encouraged. Please note: for paper presentations, please submit a
full copy of the proposed paper.
Authors will be notified of acceptance by 14 May 2020 and will be
required to notify us by 18 May 2020 of intention to attend and
present.
The SIG 5 Committee looks forward to meeting you all in Melbourne
for what promises to be an engaging and invigorating experience.
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